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There are many words in modern Chinese that we know what they mean 
but we don’t know their etymology. In this paper, we choose 30 common 
words whose etymology is unclear, and discuss the emergence and evolution  
of these words including the changing process of the written forms in the 
background of the history of Chinese language. What we learn belongs to 
historical linguistics, we put these words in the background of history 
of Chinese language to discuss what ancient forms(including the pronetic 
form and characters) they are and how to become the forms as we know today.  
The emergence of neology is a process in which various factors 
synthetically take effect. We pay attention to the aspects and methods 
when we discuss etymology of a word. A new word may emerge as a result 
of changing of phonetic forms、means or written forms such as sound-shift、
extensions and common forms of characters, some phrases are abbreviated 
to words(ie, lexicalization). Moreover, a word may be affected by others 
in same semantic field, the meaning of these words infiltrate each other 
and then one of them may change its meaning. The affection of dialects 
is also worthy attention as external factors besides language.There must 
be a major factor that plays a key role in various factors, so we categorize 
these common words according to the different functions on which the 
factors take effect, also to illustrate the reasons why some common words 
emerge. 
We categorize common words according to changes of sound、meanings、
grammar and written forms as follows.The first chapter is introduction. 
In the second chapter ,we discussed the etymology according to sound 
change. We discussed changes of character along with sound change 
including the words “nan(喃)”、“zheteng(折騰)”、“zisheng(吱聲)” and 
“yangpajiaozi(仰爬脚子)”in part 1. We discussed word-making of slow 
reading including “jiling(機靈)” and “yigu`naor(一股腦兒)” in part 
2. In the third chapter, we discussed the etymology according to sematic 
change. We discussed the extensive process of meanings including 
“ben(笨)”、“ceng(蹭)”、“cha(茬)”、“chu(杵)”、“nian(攆)”、“qiang(嗆)”、
“rang(嚷)”、“tui(腿)”、“xi(席)”、“zhou(㨄)”、“dacha(打岔)” and 
“mobukai(磨不開)”in part 1. We discussed the interaction of words and 

















“dunang(嘟囔)” in part 2. In the fourth chapter, we discussed the 
etymology according to changes of grammatical structure. We discussed 
particle reduplication including “chouchou(抽抽)” and “miliumeiluan(迷
留沒亂)”in part 1,and we discussed lexicalization including “daoteng(倒
騰)”、“diaonan(刁難)” and “babude(巴不得)” in part 2. In the fifth 
chapter, we discussed the etymology according to the reaction of character 
on language. We discussed emergence of neology according to common forms 
of characters including “zha(扎)”、“shen(瘮)” and “kechen(砢磣)” in 
part 1, and we discussed changes of characters including “pa(爬)” and 
“cha(搽)”. In the sixth chapter we summarize the experience on etymology 
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